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Introduction

• Risk for members of different types of plans

• Winding-up DB plans of insolvent employers (Note: budget consultation)

• On-going DB plans, DC plans, hybrid plans, MEPPs, target benefit plans

• Non members : waived membership, saving outside plan (or not saving…)

• At different periods:

• When hired, while employed

• When terminating before or at retirement

• After termination or retirement

• For different categories of members

• Young, middle-aged, “experienced”

• Low income, middle class, affluent

• Risk averse, risk taker

• In combination with other sources of savings (or debts) and income (or support)
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Introduction
• Who can influence risk

• Plan sponsor (employer, union)

• Plan administrator

• Legislators

• Regulatory authorities

• Members themselves

• Advisors (to members or to sponsors/administrators)

• Financial institutions

• What to do about risks

• Identify risks

• Communicate risks (depending on financial literacy…)

• Manage risks

• Accept consequences… (good or bad)
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Introduction

• Who is Co-operative Superannuation Society Pension Plan (CSS)

• Defined Contribution Plan Risks – Overview

• Member Journey from Accumulation through Decumulation

• Wrap Up
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• Multi-employer defined contribution pension plan

• Over 39,000 non-retired members

• Over 7,400 retired members drawing benefits

• 350+ Employers

• Membership is limited to Co-operatives, Credit Unions, and their employees / retirees

• Manage ~$4.6B

Overview of CSS
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Governance
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• Investment risk

• Longevity risk

• Inflation risk

• Individual members make own investment decisions

• Members subject to behavioural impacts

• Members may outlive their funds

• Members must understand how much retirement income 
they will require

• Investment horizon in retirement may still be long 

Overview - DC Pension Plan Risks
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Consideration Risk CSS Approach

Should I join the DC / CAP plan offered by 
my employer?

Employees do not join and do not achieve 
retirement income objective  / employer 
does not achieve wellness objective

Joining is a condition of employment.

How much should I contribute? Employees “leave money on the table” 
and do not achieve retirement income 
objective / employer does not achieve 
wellness objective

Generally, employee contributes at 
matched rate set by employer.

What investment option should I choose? Choice is mismatched to risk tolerance / 
retirement income objective

Balanced fund is the default if no choice 
made by member.

Can / should I make additional voluntary 
contributions?

Employee undershoots retirement 
income objective

Allowed and encouraged; planning tools 
and information provided to help with 
decision.

Member Perspective – Initial Considerations
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CSS

The principal purpose of the Co-operative Superannuation Society (CSS) Pension Plan (“the Plan”) is

to provide retirement benefits in the form of periodic payments relating to service in Canada as an Employee 

or officer of one or more participating Employers.

Plan Purpose

Is the plan intended to contribute significantly 
to plan member’s income in retirement?

Target income replacement articulated?

Support to Employer on plan design to achieve 
intended objective 0
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• Balanced Fund or Target Date Fund

– Consider member demographic and plan purpose

CSS

• Balanced Fund

• Diversified (target 55/35/10)

• Multi-manager structure

• Active and passive management

• Seek moderate long-term growth

• Has evolved over time

• ~93% of member funds in Balanced Fund

Appropriate Default Investment
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Consideration Risk CSS Approach

Should I contribute more? Employee undershoots retirement 
income objective / need

Online retirement income projection 
tools

Online basic retirement planning 
application

Ongoing communications via multiple 
channels

Free access to in-house CFPs

Evolving default fund

Am I invested in the right fund(s)? Choice is mismatched to risk tolerance / 
retirement income objective

Risk tolerance incorrectly identified

What is my retirement income objective 
and when do I plan to retire?

Undefined objective, poor investment 
performance

Who can assist me? Lack of financial literacy leads to sub-
optimal choices

I’ve changed employment – what are my 
options?

Lose access to benefits of plan Inactive / deferred members do not have 
to leave the plan

Middle Years
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This allocation might be suitable for a long-term 
investor who is looking for moderate growth with 
a moderate risk of short-term losses.

*For those members who are or nearing drawing 
benefits from the portfolio we recommend 1 to 2 years 
spending requirement be placed in the Money Market 
fund before allocating to the Balanced Fund.

This allocation might be suitable for a younger 
member whose primary focus is on growth.  
Significant short-term losses are not a concern for 
this member since retirement is still many years in 
the future.

Suitability

Suitability

Balanced Fund

Balanced Fund

Equity Fund

Fund Allocation
(how to implement)

Fund Allocation
(how to implement)

Asset Allocation (based on target)

Asset Allocation (based on target)

Balanced Investor

Aggressive Investor

100%

50%

50%
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Decision SupportDecision Support

Making investment decisions

When it comes to choosing how to invest your pension funds, there is 

no right answer.  Much depends on your age, your other assets, your 

planned retirement date and your comfort with risk.

We encourage you to review your personal circumstances with a CSS 

Pension Plan Consultant or a qualified financial advisor at your financial 

institution to make a decision that’s right for you.

Investment risk/return Investment choices Market timing risk

Investment risk and return

What is investment risk?

How are risk and return related?

What can I do about risk?

Why don’t I just play it safe?

Am I on track?
It looks like you will have enough to retire with your current assets.

Required vs. Projected Assets at Retirement

Expected Result Below Average Result

Required Assets

Required Assets
Required vs. Projected Assets at Retirement

Am I on track?
Your projected assets and savings at retirement are not going to be enough to provide the 

income required for your retirement lifestyle.

Expected Result Below Average Result
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• Annual Statement

– Balances, transactions summary, and 1/3/5 year returns net 
of fees

– How to access our member portal to view account details 
online

– Retirement income projection

• Planners monitor investment directions

Monitoring Progress
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Approaching / In Retirement

Consideration Risk CSS Approach

What retirement income option(s) will I 
utilize and how do I prepare to transition?

De-risking path may differ depending on 
income option choice

Offer fixed pensions as well as variable 
benefits (where allowed) 

Conduct in-person Retirement Income 
Option workshops each year in multiple 
locations

Free access to in-house CFPs

Regular communications, information and 
tools - highlight risks and provide decision 
support

Consolidate other registered plans at 
retirement

When should I transition to a retirement 
income product?

Sequence of returns

At what rate should I draw down my 
retirement funds?

Outlive retirement funds / spending risk

How do I ensure I stay on track in 
retirement?

Spending risk, investment risk, longevity 
risk
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• Information and communications developed to encourage risk reduction as retirement 
approaches

– Risk tolerance estimator

– Suggested asset mixes to match risk tolerance

– Retirement planning assistance from the plan’s accredited planners

• Information and communications have also been developed to educate members on 
sequencing and spending risk

• Strategies for variable benefits recipients:

1. Reducing investment risk – spending mandate and growth mandate

2. Spending risk – provide members with three decumulation scenarios (maximum 
withdrawal, minimum withdrawal, member-choice withdrawal)

De-risking
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Nearing / In Retirement
Suitability

This allocation might be suitable for a member who is 

about 5 years from retirement or is more comfortable 

with a lower level of risk than is inherent in the 

Balanced Fund.

*For those members who are or nearing drawing benefits from the portfolio we 

recommend 1 to 2 years spending requirement be placed in the Money 

Market fund before allocating to the Balanced Fund and Bond Fund.

Fund Allocation
(how to implement)

Moderate Investor

Asset Allocation (based on target)

Balanced Fund

Bond Fund

75%

25%
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Retirement Income - Variable Benefits Illustrator

Estimated Funds Remaining by Age

Estimated Monthly VB Payments Starting June 2018

Minimum Specified Maximum

Minimum

Payment Balance Payment Balance

Specified

Payment Balance

Suggested Maximum

DateAge
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Retirement Income – Pension Projection

Estimated monthly pension to start July 01, 2031

Length of Guarantee Period

Type of Pension years years years

Single Pension

Joint Pension

60% Spousal

Joint Pension

75% Spousal

Joint Pension

100% Spousal

Not offered

Not offered
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• Fees matter - disclosure and information

• Expanded retirement income options (variable 
benefits)

• Enhanced information and planning tools for 
members

Evolving Best Practice - Decumulation
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Wrap-up

• Where do we go from here?
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DB Pensioner Risk

Bob Farmer

Past President

Canadian Federation of Pensioners

September 2018
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Pensioner Risk:
that pensions will be reduced if employer fails

• Awareness of risk typically low among pensioners
• Pensioners implicitly assume commitments will be honoured:

• employer will not fail; and/or
• surely there are rules to make pensions secure even if the 

employer is not



Should Awareness be Increased?

• Yes, of course…

• … but goal should be to reduce or eliminate the risk
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Sources of Risk

• The usual culprits

– Market performance 

– Investment strategy

– Governance practices

– Interest rates

– Longevity 

– Employer’s health
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Additional Sources of Risk

• Employers’ Choices

• Governments’ Policy Choices

– the biggest risk of all
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Employers’ Choices

• exceed minimum standards set by law and regulations?

– Plan funding

– Plan governance

• de-risk the plan?

– Investment strategy

– Annuity buy-ins and annuity buy-outs

• dividends/buy-backs vs. plan contributions?
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A small fraction of payments to shareholders would eliminate pension 
plan shortfalls (source: Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, Nov 2017)
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Governments’ Choices

Shifting Pension Risk

• from employers to active and retired members, by 
retroactively changing nature of pension plan

– New Brunswick: “Shared Risk”

– Quebec: putting indexing on hold

– Federal: C-27 “Target Benefit Pension Plan” legislation

• conversion of accrued benefits

• the role of consent, and how defined
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Governments’ Choices

Less Secure Funding Standards

• Quebec: elimination of Solvency Funding

• Ontario: reducing Solvency standard to 85%

• Ontario: three tranches of untargeted “funding relief”
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Governments’ Choices

Effective Backstop Measures Missing

• BIA and CCAA provide almost no support to pensioners when 
employer fails

• Insurance against plan failure (windup when underfunded)

• Lower pensioner risk and employer costs through collective backstop of 
plans, rather than requiring each plan to self-insure against employer 
failure

– only in Ontario, and only partial

• Alternatives to plan windup: a home for orphan plans



Conclusion

• DB pension security not assured by government 
rules or employer practices

• Some recent rule changes threaten security more

• Pension insurance fund(s) can 

• save employers money, and

• provide pension security




